ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE REGULATION ADMINISTRATION
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL BOARD

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS CALENDAR
(ROLL CALL HEARINGS)

MONDAY, JULY 11, 2022
2000 14TH STREET, N.W., SUITE 400S,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009

Donovan W. Anderson, Chairperson
Members: James Short, Bobby Cato
Rafi A. Crockett, Jeni Hansen, Ed S. Grandis

ROLL CALL HEARINGS
10:00 AM

Case #22-PRO-00064
1218 Wisconsin Incorporated t/a El Centro D.F.
1218 Wisconsin Ave NW
License #ABRA-000604
Retailer Class CR
ANC 2E
License Renewal

Case #22-PRO-00053
Marcon, Inc. t/a Vip Lounge
1926 9th Street NW
License #ABRA-119913
Retailer Class CR
ANC 1B
Substantial Change (Class CR to CT; change of hours of operation, alcoholic beverage sales, and consumption; live entertainment; and increase of occupancy from 75 to 185)

Case #22-PRO-00058
Bars by Breedlove, LLC t/a Stein’s Café
4630 14th Street NW
License #ABRA-114522
Retailer Class CR
ANC 4C
License Renewal
Case #22-PRO-00062
Café Bistrot MED, LLC t/a Café 8
424 8th Street SE
License #ABRA-077797
Retailer Class CR
ANC 6B
License Renewal

Case #22-PRO-00063
Mendelsohn 301, LLC t/a Santa Rosa Taqueria
301 Pennsylvania Ave SE
License #ABRA-117582
Retailer Class CR
ANC 6B
License Renewal

Case #22-PRO-00065
Oasis Marina LLC t/a Oasis Marinas
658 Wharf Street SW
License #ABRA-120887
Retailer Class A
ANC 6D
New Application